Car Dealer 2.6 Online Game Released
Car Dealer 2.6 includes an exciting capability to play the role of a car dealer and buy and sell
cars using real-time ads from the Internet. The players can also compete with each other in the
Car Dealer Network based on their skills and knowledge of the car market. The game also
includes live auctions and an instant messaging system.
(PRWEB) April 4, 2003 -- Omni-Explorer Technologies announced today availability of Car Dealer 2.6, an
exciting new online simulation game that enables users to play a car dealer online buying and selling cars using
real-time ads from the Internet. By using real-time information from actual ads , players can greatly enhance
their gaming experience by playing with pictures and details from actual cars available on the market.
The players can compete with each other in the Car Dealer Network. The current rankings are continuously
updated in the game and at http://livebizworld.com.
Car Dealer 2.6 includes other exciting features, including live auctions where players can trade vehicles with
each other and an instant messaging system.
"With Car Dealer 2.6, game players can now reach an unprecedented level of realism in the gaming experience
by using actual ads of their favorite cars currently available on the market", said Borislav Agapiev, the founder
and CEO of Omni-Explorer Technologies."Features such as live auctions give additional enhancement of the
gaming experience."
Car Dealer 2.6. free demo with 15-minute session limit is available at http://livebizworld.com. The full
idividual license costs $25.
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Contact Information
Boris Agapiev
Omni-explorer Technologies, Inc.
http://livebizworld.com
503-626-9003
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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